December

27-30
Personalistic Discussion Group (with APA)
Contact: John Lavely, Philosophy, Boston U.,
Boston, MA 02215

28
Society for Ancient Greek Philosophy (with APA)
Contact: John P. Anton, Dept. of Philosophy,
Emory University, Atlanta, GA 30322

28
Society for the Advancement of American Philosophy (with APA)
Topic: Peirce, James and the Establishment of
"Modern" Psychology in America
Contact: Joseph Grassi, Dept. of Philosophy,
Fairfield U., Fairfield, CN 06430

The Society for the Philosophy of Sex and Love (with APA)
Papers due: May 1, 1979
Send to: Alan Soble, Dept. of Philosophy, Southern
Methodist U., Dallas, TX 75275

Society for the Study of Process Philosophies (with APA)
Contact: George Allan, Philosophy
Dickinson College, Carlisle, PA. 17013

The Society for the Study of Professional Ethics (with APA)
Contact: Sherri Smith, Rhode Island College
Providence, RI. 02808

5. Air Travel to Texas A & M information:

The best route to College State is via Dallas. From Dallas RIO
Airlines has hourly flights.

For those interested in renting a car the best route is to Houston
which is roughly 100 miles from College Station.

As of the date of this newsletter the airfare is $348.00. How­
ever if at least 10 persons travel as a group the fare is
approximately $229.00. There also is a freedom fare which is
approximately $250.00. To qualify you must go no later than
Thursday and return after Saturday. If 10 or more persons are
interested in a group flight, please contact me in December at
the APA Meetings. At that time the air prices may be more
definite and I shall have additional travel information.

[Signature]
Joseph G. Grassi
Secretary-treasurer
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